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PEAK PERFORMANCE CORPORATE TRAINING PROGRAM

We live in a society in which every day demands more from us both professionally and personally. We work too much, do
not sleep or rest properly; we eat poorly and abuse stimulants, alcohol, tobacco. We are influenced by the ups and
downs of the economy and international conflicts. All these are stress factors, considered by doctors and scientists as
the worst evil of our time and the cause of lack of energy, diseases, family conflicts and overall unhappiness. At the
corporate level the results are poor performance, lack of motivation and millions in losses.

SMILE is a program designed to teach entrepreneurs and executives to manage their own stress (Stress) and that of
their collaborators, how to motivate themselves (Motivation) and find the inspiration (Inspiration) that is needed to
perform beyond our limitations. The aim is to develop leaders (Leader) with more energy (Ener- gy) who are able to
achieve peak performance for themselves and their teams.

The SMILE system is based on three basic pillars:

1. The program is a summary of fundamental concepts developed in depth and frequently updated on stress
management, achieving balance, personal and professional productivity.

2. Pancho Campo’s worked closely with elite athletes, legendary artists and some of the most important leaders
in history. SMILE is about sharing with the participants of this program how the great figures mentioned are
able to perform more and better to inspire others, while at the same time dealing with stress brought by
difficult situations.

3. The methodology is complemented by Pancho Campo's more than 35 years personal experiences as a
former professional athlete, Olympic captain, ATP coach and businessman. His personal and professional
experiences, along with his motivation conference, coalesced in his 2016 Penguin Random House book
Inspírate.



TEAM OF PROFESSIONALS

SMILE has been developed with the collaboration of psychologists, doctors, physical trainers, experts in nutri- tion
and the team of professionals at Chrand Marketing & Events. Collaborating with SMILE is the academic team of The
American College in Spain, and the support of the James Butler Foundation and the Advanced Leadership
Foundation.

Pancho Campo

Pancho Campo, former tennis professional who captained
the Chilean Olympic team in Barcelona ’92, the Davis Cup,
as well as coaching in the ATP circuit directs the program.
Upon retiring from professional tennis he became an
entrepreneur creating Chrand, an event management and
marketing company he continues to oversee. Campo and
Chrand have orga- nized large summits on climate change
and the green economy, music concerts with legendary
figures, and major sporting events.

Pancho has worked with world leaders managing their
participation, being responsible for all aspects of their
intervention and dealing directly with each of them most
notably President Barack Obama, Vice President Al Gore,
United Nations Secretary-General Kofi Annan, and UNESCO
Director-General Irina Bokova. He has also worked with
celebrities such as Sting, Roger Waters, Enrique Iglesias,
Francis Ford Coppola, Tom Jones, Andre Agassi, Stefan
Edberg, and many others. He com- pleted his medical studies
in 1985, attended numerous mental training courses for
athletes, and holds an MBA and a Masters in Marketing



PROGRAM

This is a sample program of the SMILE Training Concept for Peak Corporate Performance. However, each course is
adapted to the needs, schedules and requirements of each company.

Day 1 - March 26, 2021
03.30 – 04.00 – Welcome & Accreditations
04.00 - 05.30 – Session 0 – Inspírate – The Conference
05.30 – 06.00 – Break
06.00 – 07.00 – Session 1 – What is stress?
07.00 – 08.30 – Session 2 – Balance & Energy
08.30 – 10.30 – Dinner

Day 2 - March 27, 2021
09.00 – 10.30 – Session 3 – Rituals
10.30 – 11.00 – Break
11.00 – 12.00 – Session 4 – Travel & Nutrition
12.00 – 13.30 – Session 5 – Endorphins
13.30 – 15.00 – Business lunch
15.00 – 16.00 – Session 6 – Breathing & Sleeping
16.00 – 17.00 – Session 7 – Relaxation
17.00 – 17.30 – Break
17.30 – 18.30 – Session 8 – Productivity
18.30 – 19.00 – Closing Remarks & Diplomas

GOALS & OBJECTIVES

The main objective of the SMILE program is to teach participants how they can perform more and better, coping with
stress and motivating themselves learning from world leaders, legendary artists and elite athletes.

The SMILE program helps to achieve a true transformation in the professional and personal habits of the participants,
helping them to be more productive in their work and happier in their private life.

The program guarantees a better use of energy so that our time is more effective, at the same time that we learn to
motivate ourselves and improve our professional and personal performance.



WHAT CAN YOU LEARN OR IMPROVE WITH THE SMILE TRAINING CONCEPT?

• To detect which of the daily tasks are unproductive.
• To understand what endorphins are and how to release them.
• To understand the rituals and how to put them into practice.
• To use exercise as a source of energy and relaxation.
• Understand what stress is and how it affects performance.
• To know what are the responses to stress.
• To manage time and energy better.
• Understand what is balance.
• To use effective breathing techniques.
• To overcome nervousness.
• To use or improve relaxation techniques.
• To have an effective but pleasant diet.
• To prioritize tasks and tasks.
• To perform more and better under stress.
• To self-motivate and find inspiration.

WHO SHOULD ATTEND THIS PROGRAM?

• This program is aimed at executives, entrepreneurs and managers with a considerable workload, an impro- vable
physical condition and important levels of personal and professional stress.

• We understand that there are also professions that entail an added level of stress, such as sports professio- nals,
artists, doctors, politicians, armed forces, journalists, lawyers or engineers.

• The SMILE Training Concept is offered to multinationals, companies, official organizations and sports clubs, adapting
it to the needs, requirements, budgets and schedules of the interested parties.

• The common denominator of all these professionals is their need to perform at a very high level and imple- ment
more effective and healthy work habits.



HIGHLIGHTS:

• Program designed and supervised by top professionals.

• Program personally conducted by Pancho Campo.

• Theory and practical classes.

• Interactive sessions.

• Proven results with entrepreneurs, great leaders, elite athletes and legendary artists.

• Academic support by The American College in Spain.

• Estate-of-the-art instructional material

• Scientifically designed program.

FOOD & WINE
This seminar gives tremendous importance to food and
wine, crucial elements in achieving peak perfor- mance as
they're integral to today's business envi- ronment.
Pancho Campo, founder of The Wine Acad- emy of Spain
and the Spanish Wine Experience, has included a chapter
on learning how to taste and to drink wine. Its
comprehensive menus are designed to help participants
learn how to enjoy food and wine without compromising
their performance.

PARTICIPANTS IN THE SMILE PROGRAM RECEIVE:

• T-shirt

• Branded cap

• Branded pen and writing pad

• Branded bag

• Pendrive containing all presentations

and educational materials.

• Oxygen saturation measuring device.

• All the participants will receive a

Diploma of Attendance issued by The

American College in Spain.



THE OPENING SPEECH

· The initial speech can be organized in the form of a conference open to the participants in the program but also
to all types of public, family members, colleagues, management, dignitaries, relatives and media.

· This is a truly inspiring motivational speech in which Pancho Campo shares his personal experiences and what he
has learned working with leaders such as Vice President Al Gore, Kofi Annan and President Barack Obama; elite
athletes and artists such as Andre Agassi, Stefan Edberg, Emilio Sánchez Vicario, Enrique Iglesias, Sting, Roger
Waters, and Francis Ford Coppola.

· Promoters and companies can benefit from this speech so as to benefit potential sponsors, obtain more brand
awareness, media impact and revenue.



“Panchohashelpedmanyyoungsters andadults to
manage stress, to perform beyond their possibilities
and to behappy with themselves”
Manolo Santana —Wimbledon Champion

“I would like to congratulate Pancho Campo for his
exceptional leadership, extraordinary leadership. I
thank you Pancho for your commitment, your lead-
ership and your friendship”
AIGore—USVice-presidentandNobelLaureate

“I strongly recommend to read Pancho’s book, his “Iwant to thank PanchoCampo for his initiatives
presentationsandtoreflectonhisproposals”. and congratulate him on his leadership.”
Sergio Scariolo — Toronto Raptors Assistant Kofi Annan — UN SecretaryGeneral
Coach

PANCHO CAMPO HAS PERSONALLY WORKED WITH MANY CELEBRITIES INCLUDING:
• Barack Obama,USpresident
• AlGore, US vice-president
• Kofi Annan, UN Secretary General
• Irina Bokova, UNESCO Director General
• MohanMunasinghe,NobelLaureate
• Francis FordCoppola, cinema director
• Sting, singer
• Roger Waters, singer

• Sh.TamirñBinHarriad, Emir of:Qatar
• Nasser AlKhoieify, President ofPSG
• E”nrique lg)esias,singer
• Tom Jones,singer
• AnclFe Agassi, tennisplayer
• Stefan Edberg; tennisplayer
• Emilio Sanchez Vicario, tennis player
• Eric Cantona,soccer player



INFORMATION & REGISTRATIONS

• Registrations:

The SMILE Training Concept is available for individuals, as well as for groups and companies. Corporate

and group programs are tailor-made, based on the schedules, requirements and needs of companies,

organizations, government agencies or NGOs.

• CorporateRegistrations:

Corporate programs for companies and organizations, which are tailor-made and adapted to the agreed

budget.

• Form ofPayment:

Wire transfer
Bank name - Access Bank.

Account number 0777996269 Naira

Account number 2 dollar 1394888546

Bank address - Lekki 1 branch, Plot 7 block 2,

Oniru Private estate, Lekki, Lagos.

Intermediary bank - CITI BANK

Swift code - CITIUS33

Routing Number - 021000089

Sort code - 044151973

CONTACTS:
Pearly Bleu Waters
smile@pearlybleuwaters.com

Damilola: 09054947031

Whataspp:
+2348160568476

Pearly Bleu Waters
Pearly Bleuwaters international limited is the representative for Chrand
Marketing and event and the facilitator for SMILE TRAINING CONCEPT.
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